
RACE DAY 
SCHEDULE

It’s time to hammer down!
Race day soon approaches, Below you will find a schedule to follow on race day which will assist 

Daymar Rally organisers. It is VERY IMPORTANT that you read this before race day.

All teams must read the latest rule book 3.1 and the accompanying amendments. The amendments 
sheet is important as it explains problems we face racing in such an early stage of the game, 

mechanics we are currently without and what you should do in certain situations.

1. Please also make sure the below server leaders are in your RSI friends list.

2. @12:00PM EDT/ 17:00 UTC - Join the Daymar Rally Discord and connect to your division channel to accept invites. 
Do not enter the game. Stay in the Star Citizen main menu until all party invites are complete.    

    
  Cor5aire - Buggy Division Group 1

        Penfo1d - Buggy Division Group 2
        Momotaro - Bike Division 

              BigPete82 - Rover Division      

      If you are in the Buggy Division there are two groups/servers. The two Buggy Divisions are listed below: 

       

3. @1:00PM EDT/ 18:00 UTC - All servers will launch. Proceed to Shubin Mining Facility, Daymar. and prepare your 
race vehicle, spare vehicles and support vehicle. The live stream will start at this time.

4. @1:50PM EDT/ 18:50 UTC - All teams must be at the start line with their engines off. See start line map below. No 
more spare vehicles may be spawned from this point on. All team captains will be notified to let them know we are 
at T minus 10 minutes. Support craft must stay at the uppermost limit of the armistice zone at Shubin Mining Facility 
to stay clear of camera crew and officials. 
 
IMPORTANT: Be in the ‘race-announcements’ text channel in DISCORD ON YOUR WEB BROWSER.  Audio prompts 
most likely won’t be received if you are in the app and not the browser. Please have the team leader or main driver 
in the text channel to receive audio prompts including the race countdown from race officials. As well as other 
announcements throughout the day will be announced here.

5. @1:55PM EDT/ 18:55 UTC - All team captains will be notified to let them know we are at T minus 5 minutes away 
from start gun. There will also be a 2 minute ping.

6. @2:00PM EDT/ 19:00 UTC - The team leader or designated team member must be in the ‘race-announcements’ 
text channel to receive audio prompts including the race countdown. When the timer reaches ‘Hammer Down!’ and 
chaff and guns fire from the designated start gun ship, you may commence your race. 
 
Good luck racers!

Sunday 27th January 2949

GROUP 1

AAWA Racing Team
BWolf Racing Team (BRT)

Event Horizon
Exiles Race Team

Green Mountain Racing
Inglorious Inc
MOG Nation

Skylark
Wreck Raiders
BoredGamer

GROUP 2

EVO Corporation
IDF - Bear Team

M.E.R.C. Corp. Racing Team
Omega Protectorat

SCIRE 02
SNO Racing

Spartan Racing Division
Terra Nova

We Dem Boyz

During & Post Race Procedure
Just a few more things to do when your race is over and the winners have completed the rally.

• During the race be sure  to keep a member of the team in ‘race-announcements’ text channel at all times so that we 
can issue notifications to racers.

• If you have fallen victim to the harsh environment of Daymar (and bugs) please notify Cor5aire or a security 
member immediately. Notify us whether you are flying to Wolf Point to watch the end of the race or leaving the 
server completely. For racers that stay on to spectate, we would like to have one of your team members available 
for a live interview. If you wish to have an interview please contact BigPete82 and he will line you up. PLEASE 
NOTIFY US if you leave the server so security can continue to keep server numbers balanced. 

• VERY IMPORTANT: Keep a 1KM distance from Wolf Point until the race is complete. If you do not, you may risk 
security viewing you as a threat. Also be aware that security will have ground forces with hand weapons out all all 
checkpoints.

• When all the divisions have a winner, there will be an in-game photo opportunity for each winner at Wolf Point, 
followed by a live interview with Cor5aire and the commentators. There will also be a post-mortem with Echelon 
News 7 following the live stream.



RULE 
AMENDMENTS

• Due to the popularity of the race we had to split the Buggy Division into two groups and the winner will 
be determined based on a total race time to Wolf Point. If no division race vehicles arrive at the final goal, 
the winner will be determined by closest team to Wolf Point. 

• Every team must promptly remove spawned vehicles from the spawn pads at Shubin, with main (starting) 
vehicles always taking priority over spare vehicles which multiple teams are spawning vehicles. It is 
expected and requested that teams spawning spares must stop and let the others go first when spawning 
their main race vehicle. Please note that the countdown will not be paused - it is the responsibility of every 
team to be at the starting line and ready to race once the countdown begins.

• For this race only, co-drivers can ride along in the support craft. This will protect them from de-sync and 
disconnects when travelling with the main driver. We do not intend to carry this rule through once these 
bugs are repaired.

• The ‘Betty’, unique item pick up, and the refuel checkpoints which were discussed earlier in the race’s 
development are excluded from this race due to lack of mechanics.

• Similarly Nova Tonks will not be present for the start gun. Instead a security ship will fire it’s weapons and 
chaff after the countdown to announce the race start.

• Disconnects and de-sync are known and common issues, and for this race, all racers will have the same 
disadvantage. Players may try to reconnect and ‘persist’ back into the race. Whether you are in the lead 
or at the end of the pack, the only course of action is to attempt to reconnect and continue your race. 
If you can’t reconnect, the co-driver can resume your race from the disconnected location with a spare 
vehicle. 

• In the event of entire server crash, the race for that server will be reset unless a racer has passed the 
halfway point. If a racer has passed the halfway point the times will be compared against the other 
racers. Unfortunately this may be the end of your race.

Addendum to rule book 3.1
As Star Citizen is still in early development there are few exclusions from the rule book and some 

things to understand how we run the race in this early stage.

Known Issues
• Bikes have a landing gear bug which limits top speed. Make sure you activate landing gear before 

turning bike on.

• Bikes have a top speed exploit, if you are found abusing this expolit you will be disqualified.

• The Valkyrie has a bug with it’s headlights and produces no light.
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